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5 Ways to Teach Writing Without Writing 
A Resource for Awesome Teachers Prepared by Lorrie Tom 

 
1. Read a lot and collect mentor texts that fill your classroom with amazing writing.  

 

Do whatever it takes to gather a collection of mentor texts.  Vicki Spandel says, “Reading has 

taught me more by far than most of the college courses I took on writing.”  Read the mentor 

texts aloud to your students over and over again.  Don’t feel the need to pause halfway through 

the book with a long conversation about the perfect simile on page 13. Instead, spend time 

joyfully immersing students with the sounds of fabulous writing. For now, let’s just say that a 

book is fabulous if you or your students love it.  

 

2. Prime the pump by teaching kids how to read like writers.  

 

Katie Wood Ray says reading like a writer is reading “with a sense of possibility” for writing 

techniques that readers can borrow from published authors.   

 

After you’ve read your favorite picture books aloud (so kids know the story and/or nonfiction 

details well enough to focus on the new skill of reading like a writer), revisit those books, but this 

time, ask students to listen for their favorite word, phrase, or sentence.  

 

After reading, go around the room and share all the lines. (I often give kids Post-It Notes to 

record lines while listening.) It doesn’t matter if students pick the same sentences (it’s even 

better if this happens!). Then, talk about the most commonly selected golden lines. Ask, “What 

did the writer DO to get your attention?  Why did she do that in this part of the book?  

 

Then, say, “Wow, it’s amazing how this author is putting words together so his ideas are 

communicated in just the right way. I bet we could do that in our writing, too.”  Repeat a lot. 

 

If you really want to go wild, have kids keep a journal of golden lines from mentor texts.  After 

the collection grows, search for patterns. Ask, “Is there a writing technique you love more than 

others?  What is it? I wonder if that’s something you might like to do in your writing, too?” 

 

 

3.  Grow a list of writing techniques kids can use in their own writing.  

https://www.heinemann.com/authors/3545.aspx
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After reading like a writer discussions with mentor texts, name writing techniques and put them 

on a big poster so everyone can see them. You don’t need to know the official English teacher 

names for these writing moves.  Make it fun and have kids name the writing techniques. Say, 

“Our repertoire of writing moves is growing.  We can choose the ones we like the best.  We can 

choose the ones that work for the idea we’re communicating.”  

 

Have a discussion. “Which ones do you already do well? Which one do you want to try in your 

next piece of writing?”  

 

(If you want more details about this process, here is Penny Kittle’s summary of how Katie Wood 

Ray describes this process in her book, Wondrous Words.) 

 

4.  Create a culture of noticing everyday, ordinary writing ideas.  

 

This means you share your everyday, ordinary stories. And then you say, “Writers, this is a 

good writing idea! I better make a note of this in my journal so I don’t forget.  As long as I’m 

paying attention, writing ideas happen all the time, and I’m responsible for finding them myself!”   

 

Show them your growing list of ideas. (I know this is actually writing words on a piece of paper, 

but it’s just a list of phrases and NOT real live sentences so I still think I’ve kept up my end of 

the writing without writing bargain -- and you could use voice memo on your phone if you really 

want to hold me accountable!)  Even if you don’t actually write about these ideas, the act of 

noticing them is a big part of the composition process. It’s all good. 

 

5.  Create a culture of listening to each other tell stories.  

 

    Give space and time for students to tell you their everyday, ordinary stories, too.  This sends the 

message that their ideas are important, and that begets community, and community begets an 

environment that’s ripe for learning.  Plus, you’re honoring the fact that students are capable of 

coming up with their own ideas. Just don’t forget to tell your sweet students, “You better make a 

note of that great idea so it’s not lost when the urge to write gets strong.”  

 

Have fun writing without writing! When you want to put pen to paper, visit lorriet.com for 

sustainable writing recipes that are sure to please every palate. My mission is spreading 

writing love like butter on bread. Contact me if you have questions. I’m here to help.         

 

Always writing,  

Lorrie Tom 
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